


First part: Numbers



1. How many colors are there in a 

rainbow? 



2. What do you call a time span of 

one thousand years? 



3. How many squares are there on a 

chess board?



4. How many points does a compass 

have? 



5. How many American cents make 

up a dime? 



6. How many paintings did Vincent 

Van Gogh sell in his lifetime?



7. How many symphonies did 

Beethoven compose? 



8. How many countries are in the 

UN?



9. How many teeth should an adult 

human have? 



10. How many sets of petals does a 

Tudor rose have? 



You have 1 minute to

Finish your answers



Answers



1. How many colors are there in a rainbow? 

7



2. What do you call a time span of one thousand 

years? 

Millennium



3. How many squares are there on a chess 

board? 

64



4. How many points does a compass have? 

32



5. How many American cents make up a dime? 

10



6. How many paintings did Vincent Van Gogh sell 

in his lifetime?

One. To his brother



7. How many symphonies did Beethoven 

compose? 

9



8. How many countries are in the UN? 

193



9. How many teeth should an adult human have? 

32



10. How many sets of petals does a Tudor rose 

have? 

5



Second part: General



1. Name the world's biggest island. 



2. Which fictional character was also 

known as Lord Greystoke? 



3. The feeling of having already 

experienced something which is 

now happening again is known as 

what? 



4. Name the city previously known 

as Byzantium and Constantinople. 



5. A giraffes tongue is what color? 



6. The word 'bible' comes from the 

Greek 'biblion' - what does biblion

mean?



7. This soup is a Lithuanian or a 

Latvian dish?



8. Which French city was the popes 

seat in the middle ages?

A)Paris, B)Poitiers, C)Bordeaux, 

D)Avignon



9. Before 1918 Latvia was known by 

various other names. One widely used 

name was Livonia, which covered 

(roughly) the northern part of the 

country. What other name was widely 

used, at least for a large part of Latvia?

A)Courland, B)Prussia C)Karelia 

D)Little Russia



10. Christopher Columbus was born 

in which Italian port? 

A)Naples, B)Venice, C)Genoa, 

D)Palermo



You have 1 minute to

Finish your answers



Answers



1. Name the world's biggest island. 

Greenland



2. Which fictional character was also known 

as Lord Greystoke? 

Tarzan



3. The feeling of having already experienced 

something which is now happening again is 

known as what? 

Deja Vu



4. Name the city previously known as 

Byzantium and Constantinople. 

Istanbul



5. A giraffes tongue is what color? 

Black



6. The word 'bible' comes from the Greek 

'biblion' - what does biblion mean?

A Book



7. This soup is a Lithuanian or a 

Latvian dish?

LITHUANIAN



8. Which French city was the popes 

seat in the middle ages?

D)Avignon



9. Before 1918 Latvia was known by 

various other names. One widely used 

name was Livonia, which covered 

(roughly) the northern part of the 

country. What other name was widely 

used, at least for a large part of Latvia?

A)Courland



10. Christopher Columbus was born 

in which Italian port? 

C)Genoa



You have 1 minute to

Finish your answers



Third part: Funny



1. Who said he could resist 

everything but temptation? 



2. Which fictional bear thought he 

had ery little rain ?



3. One-third of Taiwanese funeral 

processions include what? 



4. In Oklahoma City its illegal for a 

prisoner to wear what?



5. Where are 40,000 Americans 

injured each year? 



6. How do members of the Walibri

tribe in central Australia greet each 

other?



7. Laika was the name of the first 

ever dog to do what?



8. 33% of the orld’s population 
an’t do hat ith their fingers? 



9. Which fictional character lived at 

221b Baker Street?



10. Who wrote a series of novels 

about orcs, hobbits, goblins and 

elves?



You have 1 minute to

Finish your answers



Answers



1. Who said he could resist 

everything but temptation?

Oscar Wilde



2. Which fictional bear thought he 

had ery little rain ?
Winnie-the-Pooh



3. One-third of Taiwanese funeral 

processions include what? 

A Stripper



4. In Oklahoma City its illegal for a 

prisoner to wear what?

Pink Bikini Underwear



5. Where are 40,000 Americans 

injured each year? 

In The Toilet



6. How do men members of the 

Walibri tribe in central Australia 

greet each other?

By shaking penises



7. Laika was the name of the first 

ever dog to do what?

Get sent into space



8. 33% of the orld’s population 
an’t do hat ith their fingers?

Snap their fingers



9. Which fictional character lived at 

221b Baker Street?

Sherlock Holmes



10. Who wrote a series of novels 

about orcs, hobbits, goblins and 

elves?

JR Tolkien



Fourth part:

Movie soundtracks





Thank you for your attention


